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Abstract

The evolution of the on-power fuel changing process and fuell-
ing machines on CANDU heavy-water pressure tube power reac-
tors from the first nuclear power demonstration plant, 22MWe
NPD, to the latest plants now in design and development is
described. The high availability of CANDU's is largely dependent
on on-power fuelling.

Two basic fuel changing processes evolved, both with good
operating records. Three basic fuelling machine head carriers
evolved. On NPD the fuelling machine heads are suspended from
telescopic hydraulic booms. Floor mounted trolleys were used for
reactors up to 200 MWe followed by bridges on larger commer-
cial reactors. Two types of fuelling methods have evolved for multi-
unit plants. In one, two fuelling machines are dedicated to each
reactor. In the other, three sets of fuelling machines share the
duty and can fuel any one of four reactors.

The on-power fuelling performance record of the 16 operating
CANDU reactors, covering a 22 year period since the first plant
became operational, is given. This shows that on-power fuel
changing with light (unshielded), highly mobile and readily main-
tainable fuelling machines has been a success. The fuelling
machines have contributed very little to the incapabilities of the
plants and have been a key factor in placing CANDUs in the top
ten list of world performers.

Although fuel handling technology has reached a degree of ma-
turity, refinements are continuing. A new single-ended fuel
changing concept for horizontal reactors under development is
described. This has the potential for reducing capital and operating
costs for small reactors and increasing the fuelling capability of
possible large reactors of the future.

R6sum6

Le rapport decrit revolution du proc&je de rechargement du com-
bustible en pleine puissance et des machines a combustible des
reacteurs de puissance CANDU a eau lourde et tubes de force,
depuis le premier reacteur de demonstration, le NPD 22MWe, jus-
qu'aux dernieres centrales en etude et developpement
actuellement. La grande disponibilite des reacteurs CANDU de-
pend en grande partie du rechargement en pleine puissance.

Deux precedes de base du rechargement du combustible ont
evolue, les deux avec de bons resultats d'exploitation. Trois
chariots de tetes de machines a combustible ont evolue. Au NPD,
les tetes de la machine a combustible sont suspendues a des
poutres telecospiques hydrauliques. On a utilise des chariots
montes sur le plancher pour les reacteurs jusqu'a 200 MWe de
puissance, puis des ponts pour les reacteurs industriels plus
grands. Deux methodes de rechargement ont evolue pour les cen-
trales a reacteurs multiples. Dans I'une, trois ensembles de
machines a combustible se partagent la tache et chacun peut
recharger n'importe quel des quatre reacteurs.

Le rapport presente la performance du rechargement en pleine
puissance de 16 reacteurs CANDU en exploitation, pour une
periode couvrant 22 ans depuis la mise en exploitation de la
premiere centrale. Ces resultats demontrent que le rechargement
du combustible avec des machines legeras (non blindees), tres
mobiles et faciles a <. ntretenir a 6te un succes. Les machines ont
tres peu contribue a I'indisponibilite des centrales et ont ate un
facteur cle pour la position des centrales CANDU dans les dix
premieres centrales du monde.

Bien que la technologie du rechargement du combustible a attaint
un certain degre de maturite, on contine a I'ameliorer. Le rap-
port decrit un nouveau concept de rechargement du combusti-
ble par une seule extremite pour les reacteurs horizontaux qui
pourrait reduire les frais en capital et d'exploitation pour les petits
reacteurs et augmenter la capacite de rechargement du combusti-
ble pour les grands reacteurs de I'avenir.
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INTRODUCTION

Frequent refuelling is required for the efficient operation of CANDUs which
are natural uranium fuelled, heavy-water moderated, pressure-tube reactors.
This led to the formulation of fundamental design requirements for the first
nuclear power demonstration plant, 22MWe NPD, which have been continued on
all horizontal CANDUs and been the mainstay of their success. These are:

Reactor

Fuel

Fuelling
Fuelling Machine
Maintenance
Fuelling Mode

Fuel Shuffling

D2O Leakage

Fuelling Safety
Irradiated Fuel
Storage

- Horizontal with pressure tube fuel
channels, and D 2 O (heavy water) coolant.

- Short fuel bundles typically 10.25 cm in
diamater and 49.5 cm long, containing
natural uranium (no enrichment). Figure 1
shows a typical fuel bundle.

• ON POWER.

• ON POWER.
• Double ended using two fuelling
machines, one operating on each face of
the reactor.
Bi-directional fuelling for optimum flux
distribution and high burn-up.
Kept as low as possible because of cost
and tritium hazard.
High as possible.
In open H2O water bay

FIGURE 1 TYPICAL FUEL BUNDLE

Plant Configuration

Fuelling Demands

Within the confinements of these basic design requirements, evolutionary
changes in fuelling technology took place and are continuing for many
reasons, principally:

Reactor Size - The reactor sizes increased from 22 MWe to 850 MWe.
Plant Size - The plant sizes increased from 22 MWe to 3400 MWe

(Multi-unit).
The nuclear program started with single-unit plants
but multi-unit plants followed.
From about 14 bundle changes per week on NPD to 152
bundle changes per week on the 850 MWe reactors. This
required fuelling machines with uprated capacity and
performance.

Operating Experience - Experience with early plants showed that:
1. D2O leakage was not an significant a problem as

initially feared. Development of new closures,
valves and seals brought leakage within acceptable
limits.

2. Contamination of fuelling machines and man-rem
exposure and maintenance costs became a problem and
stressed the need for easily maintainable equipment
and modular components.

The introduction of nuclear codes and standards made
many changes necessary especially in material
selections and quality assurance programs.
Capital costs of nuclear plants have escalated over
the years. There is now the need to reduce costs
without sacrificing performance, safety and
reliability.

Codes and Standards

Capital Cost
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The above factors have contributed to the evolution of distinct fuel changing
processes and fuelling machine concepts. All have been highly successful in
meeting the design requirements. Table 1 lists the CANDU plants in operation
and construction and their distinctive fuel handling features which are
discussed in the paper.

TYPICAL FUEL HANDLING SYSTEM

Although this paper deals specifically with the evolution of the fuelling
machine, their function in the overall fuel handling process will be briefly
presented. Figure 2 shows schematically a CANDU 600 fuel handling system.
Although system and equipment details differ from station to station, the
basic system is representative of CANDU fuel handling systems. The system
basically consists of:

- Two highly mobile unshielded fuelling machines, the subject of
this paper, which can fuel any channel on the reactor, receive new
fuel at one of the two new fuel ports and transfer irradiated fuel
to one of the two fuel transfer ports.

- A new fuel handling facility for loading new fuel into either
fuelling machine.

- An irradiated fael transfer system for transferring irradiated
fuel from the two fuel transfer ports to the irradiated fuel
storage bay.

- An irradiated fuel storage bay with associated equipment for
handling and storing the irradiated fuel under water.

FIGURE 2 CANDU 600 FUEL HANDLING
SEQUENCE

FAILED
FUEL BAY

CANNED
FAILED FUEL

STORAGE TRAYS
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The double-ended fuelling system shown has two identical and independent
fuelling machines which co-operate for an on-power fuel change on the reactor
but operate independently otherwise. Either one can operate as a "charge
machine" for loading new fuel into a fuel channel or as an "accept machine"
for receiving irradiated fuel from the channel. Either machine can pick up
new fuel at one of the two new fuel ports or discharge irradiated fuel at one
of the two fuel transfer ports. Bi-directional fuelling is achieved by
fuelling alternate channels in opposite directions.

The fuelling machines have to carry out the most complex functions of the fuel
handling process and have required the most extensive design and development
effort. Each machine generally comprises a fuelling machine head, a carrier
for transporting the head to any of the fuel channels, fuel ports and
check-out stations, plus power supplies and a catenary comprising all the D2O
hydraulic lines, power and instrumentation cables by means of which the
machine is remotely operated by a computer.

TABLE 1: CANDU FUELLING SYSTEM CLASSIFICATIONS

FUEL HANDLING SYSTEM FEATURES

STATION

NET
OUTPUT
MWe COUNTRY

FUEL CHANGING
PROCESS

Fuelling
Head
Carrier

Multi-Unit
Features

NPD (1) 22

Douglas Point (1) 206
Kanupp 125
RAPP 1,2 2x200

Pickering NGS-A 4x515

Pickering NGS-B 4x515

Bruce NGS-A 4x740

Bruce NGS-B 4x750

Darlington NGS-A 4x850

Pt. Lepreau (2) 600

Gentilly 2 (2) 600
Embalse (2) 600
Wolsung 1 (2) 600
Cernavoda (2) 4x600

Canada

Canada
Pakistan

India

Canada

Canada

Canada

Canada

Canada

Canada
Canada
Argentina
South Korea
Romania

Fuel Latch

Fuel Separator
Fuel Latch
Fuel Separator

Fuel Separator

Fuel Separator

Fuel Latch

Fuel Latch

Fuel Latch

Fuel Separator
Fuel Separator
Fuel Separator
Fuel Separator
Fuel Separator

Carrier
with tele-
scopic boom
Trolley
Trolley

Trolley

Bridge

Bridge

Bridge

Bridge

Bridge

Bridge
Bridge
Bridge
Bridge
Bridge

Dedicated
fuelling
Dedicated
fuelling
Dedicated
fuelling
Shared
fuelling
Shared
fuelling
Shared
fuelling

Dedicated
fuelling

NOTES: (1) Prototype Power Plants
(2) CANDU 600 Power Plants.
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Reactor Fuel Changing Processes

The double-ended fuel changing process involves the movement of fuel bundles
from one fuelling head through the fuel channel into the second fuelling head.
In the process the fuel column is subjected to a hydrostatic force arising
from the flow impedance through the bundles. Although the fuel bundles
routinely are subject to 500 kg axial forces without damage they can withstand
only minimal shear forces and have to be separated before storage in a rotary
magazine. This requirement led to the development of two distinct fuel
channel designs and fuel changing processes. In one, the fuel bundles are
separated in the fuel channel by a fuel latch and in the other they are
separated in the fuelling head itself by a fuel separator. Table 2 gives the
lineage of the two processes.

TABLE 2: FUEL CHANGING PROCESS LINEAGE

Fuel Latch Method Fuel Separator Method

NPD (Nuclear Power Demonstrator) Douglas Point (Prototype Plant)

Kanupp RAPP
Bruce NGS-A, units 1-4 Pickering NGS-A, units 1-4
Bruce NGS-B, units 5-8 Pickering NGS-B, units 5-8
Darlington NGS-A, units 1-4 CANDU 600 (8 units)

Fuel Latch Method

Figure 3 shows a simplified Bruce NGS fuel changing sequence which is typical
of this method which originated with NPD. Also shown are the key fuel
channel and fuelling head features essential to the process.

All CANDU fuel channels generally comprise two end fittings and a pressure
tube and contain 9 to 13 fuel bundles and a closure and shield plug in each
end fitting. The exception is NPD which does not have shield plugs. The
coolant flow in each channel in the large reactors is typically 45000 kg/hr at
7.6 MPa and 250 to 300°C.

The characteristic features of the Bruce channel from fuel handling
considerations are:

- The fuel channel contains 13 independent fuel bundles each 10.25 cm in
diameter and 49.5 cm long.

- The fuel column is restrained from movement by the coolant by means of
a spring-loaded fuel latch located in the fuel channel at the
downstream end of the pressure tube.

- The breech-type closures and shield plugs are latched in position by
rotary motions.

- Both end fittings have slightly larger bores than the pressure tube to
permit the movement of the fuel bundles in pairs on fuel carriers to
and from the fuelling heads.

The process of loading new fuel bundles into the channel by the fuelling head
labelled the "charge machine" and receipt of the fuel bundles discharged from
the channel by the "accept machine" is sequentially co-ordinated as indicated.
The channels are fuelled against the flow and generally 4 to 8 bundles are
exchanged per channel visit as required by the fuel management program.
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PRESSURE TUBE

CHANNEL CLOSURE

ACCEPT MACHINE
CLOSURE CHARGE TUBE
ADAPTER AND RAM

CHARGE MACHINE
CHARGE TUBE CLOSURE

AND RAM ADAPTER

SHIELD FUEL
PLUG LATCH

FUELLING MACHINE
REACTOR INTERFACEFUEL CARRIER WITH

2 NEW FUEL BUNDLES
STORED IN MAGAZINE

CHARGE TUBE
ADVANCED '

1 FUEL CARRIER STORED
| IN MAGAZINE (EMPTY)

CHARGE TUBE
ADVANCED

CHANNEL CLOSURE
AND ADAPTER

STORED IN MAGAZINE
CHARGE TUBE

ADVANCED

CHANNEL CLOSURE
AND ADAPTER

STORED IN MAGAZINE
CHARGE TUBE

ADVANCED

I

SHIELD PLUG STORED
IN MAGAZINE

RAM PUSHES NEW FUEL
INTO CORE AND IRRADIATED

FUEL FROM CORE

FUEL CARRIER AND
NEW FUEL FORWARO

RAM
ADVANCED

EMPTY FUEL
CARRIER FORWARD

SHIELD PLUG STORED
IN MAGAZINE

RAM AND CHARGE
TUBE RETRACTED

FUEL CARRIER
IN MAGAZINE

IRRADIATED FUEL
IN FUEL CARRIER

IRRADIATED FUEL AND
CARRIED IN MAGAZINE

RAM AND CHARGE
TUBE RETRACTED

' ' ' ' '

FIGURE 3 BRUCE FUEL CHANGING SEQUENCE (SIMPLIFIED)

The fuelling heads have to be accurately aligned with the channels before they
are clamped to the end fittings. They are then pressurized to the prevailing
pressure in the channel. Assurance of leak-tight seals is required before the
closures are removed. Following removal of the closures the fuelling machine
heads become part of the heat transport system pressure boundary and are
exposed to the prevailing pressures and temperatures in the channel. The
location of the closures and shield plugs and all fuel bundles must be known
at all times. The operating state and location of mobile components, such as
rams, must be known throughout the process. All internal components operate
in the heavy water environment without lubrication. The fuelling heads
require internal cooling to remove the decay heat from irradiated fuel.
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Finally, the fuelling heads cannot unclamp from a channel unless there is
assurance of a leak-tight seal and that the closures are safely locked into
the channel-

The fuelling heads which carry out this complex fuel exchange operation are
shown in Figure 6 and will be described later.

Fuel Separator Method

In the design of Douglas Point, Canada's prototype nuclear power plant, it was
decided that all operating components in the fuel channel were to be remotely
removable by the fuelling machine itself and that the channels were to have
the same bore throughout- This requirement led to the design of a second
distinct fuel channel and fuel changing process, the essential features of
which may be understood with reference to the CANDU 600 fuel changing process
shown in Figure 4.

CHANNEL CLOSURE

END FITTING

COOLANT FLOWCHARGE MACHINE DISCHARGE MACHINE

RAM VB1 WITHDRAWS CLOSURE ..1) RAM (B) WITHDRAWS CLOSURE <1j

RAM ® WITHDRAWS SHIELD PLUS (2) RAM 'B) CONNECTS TO SHIELD PLUG'Zi

4 1 6 I 8 I 10 I 12

RAM v£) CHARGES NEW FUEL BUNDLES.
RAM © INSERTS FARE

FARE

SHIELD PLUG © W I T H D R A W N

I •..•.' | FUEL SEPARATOR @ HOLDS FUEL COLUMN

Hi
N E W I N E W I 2 1 4 1 6 ) 8 I _ 2 £ _ L _

m
FARE PUSHES FUEL COLUMN USED FUEL BUNDLES WITHDRAWN TO

MAGAZINE. TWO BUNDLES AT A TIME

RAM ( I ) REMOVES FARE END SHIELD

R A M ® REPLACES SHIELD P L U G ©

RAM ©REPLACES CLOSURE ©

FIGURE 4 CANDU 600 FUEL CHANGING SEQUENCE (SIMPLIFIED)

END SHIELD R A M @ R E p L A C E S SHtFLD p L U G @

RAM ® REPLACES CLOSURE ®
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The features that distinguish this channel from the fuel-latch channels are:

- The channel contains 12 fuel bundles which are centered in the core.
- Both the shield plugs and closures latch in position by means of

radially extending jaws actuated by axial ram motions.
- The fuel column is axially restrained by the downstream shield plug.
- Because the fuel channel has the same bore throughout, fuel bundles can

be pushed through the channel rather than moved in and out on
carriers.

The fuel changing method has much in common with the fuel latch method just
described. The main differences are:

- A ram with axial motions handles the closures and shield plugs with
their radially extending jaws.

- The fuel bundles are separated in the fuelling head itself rather than
in the channel. A fuel separator mechanism just in front of the rotary
magazine restrains the fuel column, and separates pairs of bundles for
storage in the magazine.

- The fuel column in the core portion of the outer channels of the core
is moved to the downstream fuelling head by a flow-impedance tool
called "FARE", normally stored in the upstream fuelling head. (FARE is
not required in the central channels of the core where flow rates are
higher and by themselves generate sufficient force).

To avoid activating fuelling head components and causing maintenance problems
none of the permanent head components actually enter the reactor core. FARE
becomes activated but is removed from the fuelling head whenever extensive
maintenance to the heads is required and is handled as if it were a pair of
fuel bundles.

The fuelling heads which carry out this complex fuel-changing process are
shown in Figure 7 and will be described later.

Fuelling Machine Head Design and Development

The first on-power fuelling machine head, shown in Figure 5, was designed and
developed for NPD. The head basically consists of a clamp for clamping to
fuel channels, a rotary magazine for storing fuel bundles, closures and
adapters, a charge tube for handling closures and a ram for pushing fuel.
Because of the concern for D2O leakage and uncertainty with shaft seals, only
internal drives were used. Water hydraulic rams provide the prime movements.
Position signals of rams and rotary drives were transferred through the

warn imFWisiui mtmmt

FIGURE 5 NPD FUELLING MACHINE HEAD MKI
trnmnxm
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pressure boundary magnetically. Rotary motions (required for installing a
breech-type closure and rotating the magazine) are obtained by D20-driven
pistons through rack and pinion arrangements.

All subsequent heads, initiated by Douglas Point, Canada's prototype CANDU
Plant, and retrofit Mark 2 Heads for NPD, incorporated two significant
changes. Internal water hydraulic cylinders, where possible, were replaced by
ball screws for low-friction operation and precise position controls. These
are driven externally through the pressure boundary. Custom-made shaft seals,
with back-up seals for leak detection, proved to be adequate for D2O fluids.
Position indication for internal drives was provided externally by
potentiometers on earlier machines and subsequently by shaft encoders.

Figure 6 shows the Bruce NGS fuelling machine head which is a larger and
improved version of the NPD Mark 2 fuelling head. Linear and rotary motion
for operating closures and shield plugs is provided by a ball-screw actuator
called the "charge tube". A ball-screw ram housed within the charge tube
provides extra stroke for pushing fuel bundles. A unique electric
motor-driven gear box with de-clutchable output shafts provides the power
source for the snout clamp, charge tube, magazine input drive and ram.

1. SNOUT LOCKING IAWS
2. DRIVE GEAR ft WORM HOUSING
3. SNOUT GUIDE RING
*,. SEAL RING
S. SNOUT
6 D30 LEAK DETECTOR
7. MAGAZINE
8. THERMAL BARRIER
9. fUEL CARRIER
0. FUEL BUNDLE

I I . CHANNEL CLOSURE ADAPTER
2. RAM HEAD
3. CHARGE TUBE HEAD
4. MAGAZINE INDEXING UNIT

15.
16.
17.
IS.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.

CHARGE TUBE AXIAL INPUT DRIVE
RAM INPUT DRIVE
CHARGE TUBE
CHARGE TUBE BALL NUT
RAM SPLINE
RAM ORIVE SLEEVE
GEARBOX
FINE Y DRIVE
FINE X DRIVE
RAM EXTENSION TUBE
GUIDE WHEEL
RAM BALL NUT
RAM DRIVE GUIDE
RAM SCREW ROLLER

FIGURE 6 BRUCE FUELLING MACHINE HEAD

The CANDU 600 head shown in Figure 7 also uses externally driven ballscrews
for closure and shield plug operations which require precise torque and
position controls, and an internal hydraulic ram for pushing fuel bundles.
The ram is operated by a D2O supply fed through the pressure boundary. Driven
components outside the pressure boundary are powered by oil hydraulics. The
head is about 7 m long and weighs about 10 tonnes.

Both the NPD and Douglas Point prototype fuelling heads went through extensive
development programs before they went into service. All the main components
were first developed in separate test rigs where they were tested under
simulated operating conditions. Special efforts went into adapting ball
screws, ball bearings, seals, gears, pinions, valves and actuators for service
in a heavy water environment at high temperatures and without lubrication. In
many instances material selections and treatments proved crucial to the
successful operation of the components.
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30 INCH
GRAYLOC

CLAMP

SEPARATORS /

MAGAZINE
HOUSING

1
/ ^ai

10 INCH
GRAYLOC
CLAMP

f

/

/ ^

RAM
ASSEMBLY

/ fit-""

RAM DRIVE
GEARBOX
ASSEMBLY

CRADLE

\

10 INCH
GRAYLOC
CLAMP

MAGAZINE
MANUAL
DRIVE

SUPPORT
BEARINGS

SNOUT
ASSEMBLY -COUNTER

WEIGHTS

FIGURE 7 CANDU 600 FUELLING MACHINE HEAD

Further refinements gained from the development of the two prototype heads and
subsequent operational experiences were incorporated into their respective
lineages.

Fuelling Machine Head Carriers

A number of fuelling machine head carriers evolved. In NPD, the carrier
operated outside the reactor vault and the fuelling heads were suspended from
the carriers on hydraulic telescopic booms, through slits in the floor,
Figure 8. In Douglas Point, Figure 9, each fuelling head rides on a floor
mounted trolley in front of the face of the reactor. Positional and angular
alignments with a selected fuel channel are provided horizontally by movement
of the trolley on the floor and vertically by two ball screws which drive the
head in its suspension between two supporting columns which are part of the
trolley.

On all commercial CANDU plants, the fuelling machine heads operate on bridges,
one bridge dedicated to each face of the reactors. The Pickering fuelling
machine bridge, Figure 10, is typical. All bridges use ball screws for
vertical motions. Each fuelling head is suspended from a carriage which rides
under the bridge. Accordingly, by the vertical movements of the bridges and
horizontal movements of the carriages, the fuelling heads can be driven to any
selected channel on the reactor. Each head is mounted in a suspension which
permits misalignment between the head and channel to be detected and corrected
before the head clamps on the channel.
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FUELLING MACHINE
ROOM

END ACCESS '•}

ROOM

v-. .- VENTILATION

SERVICE SPACE

JvJTUBE WITHDRAWAL
ROOM

I « - _ _ - - \ _ - V I . p

REACTOR VAULT / REACTOR

FIGURE 8 SECTION OF BUILDING SHOWING NPD FUELLING MACHINES

FIGURE 9 DOUGLAS POINT FUELLING MACHINE FIGURE 10 PICKERING FUELLING MACHINE
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Fuelling Machine Control

Although system and equipment details differ, the CANDU 600 fuelling machine
controls are representative of all CANDUs.

The completely automatic, on-power fuelling process of the CANDU 600 reactors
is controlled by a digital computer located in the main control room of the
plant. Software and hardware permissives and interlocks ensure that the two
fuelling machines carry out their complex functions in a safe, efficient and
reliable manner. A comprehensive series of software programs coordinate the
sequential functions of each machine and their interaction with each other.
The operator is provided with a clear and concise picture of the process
status, both normal and abnormal, at all times by means of CRT displays and
printers. Manual intervention is available should the automatic process
fail.

All power, instrumentation and control signals are fed to the fuelling
machines through a catenary (consisting of air, oil hoses and electrical
cables) which allows fuelling machine mobility. Figure 11 shows the mobile
capability of a CANDU 600 fuelling machine.

Instrumentation panels and hydraulic (D2O, air and oil) valve stations for the
fuelling machines are located in an accessible area for ease of maintenance
and repair.

On-Power Maintenance

On-power maintenance of fuelling machine heads is an essential and important
feature of all CANDU plants.

Figure 11 shows how the CANDU 600 fuelling machine head on its carriage is
driven off the fuelling machine bridge into a maintenance lock. (The travel
range is shown by the shaded area.) A shielded sliding door then closes the
doorway. The fuelling head, carriage and catenary are then accessible for
maintenance. Generally maintenance is done on modular components but a
complete fuelling head can be exchanged within 8 hours when required. A
rehearsal facility which permits the on-power fuel exchange process to be
simulated ensures that the fuelling heads are in satisfactory operating state
before they engage the reactor.

The fuelling machine bridges can not be serviced on-power, but relative to
the fuelling heads require infrequent service which generally can be done
during scheduled reactor shutdown periods.

Fuelling on Multi-Unit Plants

Two types of fuelling methods have evolved for multi-unit plants. On
Pickering NGS-A and B two fuelling machines are dedicated to each of the
eight reactors. On Bruce NGS-A and B three fuelling systems serve the four
reactors of each plant from a common central service building which
incorporates new fuel supply, irradiated fuel storage and fuelling equipment
maintenance as shown schematically in Figure 12. Three transport trolleys,
each carrying two fuelling heads and required auxiliaries run on two parallel
tracks from the central service building under the station's four reactors.
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Bridges, carriages and pick-up devices at each reactor and in the central
service building enable the fuelling heads to be connected to the desired
reactor fuel channels or to the central service building new and irradiated
fuel ports. Each transport trolley is approximately 37 m. long, 3 m wide and
weighs about 145 tonnes.

BRIDGE COLUMNS

SHIELDING DOOR MAINTENANCE LOCK

HOSE AND CABLE CATENARY
CARRIER TROLLEY

FIGURE 11 CANDU 600 FUELLING MACHINE MOVEMENTS

REACTOR 5 REACTOR 6 CENTRAL REACTOR 7 REACTORS

SERVICE AREA
EAST SERVICE AREA

wtws^ffl^-^rtm
POWER TRACK

BRIDGE COLUM S

FIGURE 12 BRUCE FUEL HANDLING SYSTEM — SCHEMATIC
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New Fuelling Developments

All CANDU reactors to date, as discussed, use the double-ended fuelling
process with two fuelling machines, one at each face of the reactor.

For future small CANDUs a new single-ended fuelling concept is»jinder study.
This requires only one fuelling machine of basically conventional design
operating on one face of the reactor. A fuel pusher, which normally resides
in the outer end shield zone of the channel provide,? a continuous force on
the fuel column, which is generated by the flow impedance of the coolant.
Following withdrawal of the closure and retaining plug by the fuelling head,
all the fuel bundles move into the fuelling head and are stored in the
magazine in pairs. The channel is then reloaded with a new fuel charge
consisting of some withdrawn and new bundles in the process duplicating the
traditional and essential bi-directional fuelling feature of CANDUs.

Studies and development work are underway to optimize the fuel channel and
hardware designs to implement this fuelling concept.

Single-ended fuelling on small reactors has the potential for significant
capital cost and maintenance reductions since essentially one fuelling
machine along with controls is eliminated and space requirements in the
reactor building are reduced.

By combining the new single-ended and established double-ended fuelling
concepts the fuelling requirements of any larger foreseeable reactors of the
future can be met. The fuelling periods are reduced by fuelling two chaniels
simultaneously both in the single-ended mode.

On Power Fuelling Experience and Performance

The first nuclear power demonstration plant NPD and prototype Douglas Point,
provided a wealth of information on the on-power fuel changing process which
could not be obtained in the laboratories. Service and maintenance of
contaminated components in a radioactive environment and more crowded areas
than in the laboratory stressed the need for easily maintainable equipment and
modular components. Based on the operational experience from these two
plants, numerous design changes and refinements have been incorporated in the
fuelling machine lineages of these two plants which contributed immeasurably
to the performance of the commercial plants.

The cumulative on-power fuelling performance record of the 16 operating
reactors, covering a 22 year period since NPD first became operational, is
given in Table 3. This shows that on-power fuelling with light (unshielded),
highly mobile and readily maintainable fuelling machines has been a success.
Ontario Hydro's Pickering NGS-A and Bruce NGS-A, two of the largest CANDU's
also report the station incapability due to fuel handling problems. As
indicated the fuelling machines have contributed very little to the
incapabilities of these plants. In a few instances over the years, fuelling
machines have broken down and have remained attached on the reactor for
extensive periods while the plants continued to operate. In all cases, the
machines were freed from the channel by special operating techniques and in
some cases by special tooling fabricated to suit the needs of the event.
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TABLE 3: CANDU ON-POWER FUELLING RECORD

First Reactor in Service - 1962

On-Power Fuelling in Service - 1964

On-Power Fuelling Period - 20 years

Number of Reactors in Service April, 1984 - 16C1)

Number of Channels Fuelled (approximately) - 51,SOCK1)

Number of Fuel Bundles Exchanged (approximately) - 327,OO0(!)

Fuel bundle defect rate
(on element basis)

- less than .09%(1)
- less than .002%(l)

Station Incapability due to On-Power Fuelling.
(Lifetime to December 31, 1983)2 - Reference 2
Pickering NGS-A, 4 units 45.6 unit years - .7% (average)
Bruce NGS-A, 4 units 23.5 unit years - .7% (average)

NOTES:
(1) Excluding RAPP and Kanupp

Energy not produced
(2) Incapability Factor (%) = P u e g o "mH"'*'* Incapability in Period x 1 0 0

Perfect Production in Period

References:

Energy not produced

1. J.H. Tucker and K.G. Zimmerman: "Evolution of On-Power Fuelling
Systems on Canadian Natural Uranium Power Reactors". Nuclex 66.

2. H.A. Jackson, L.W. Woodhead, G.R. Fanjoy: "Ontario Hydro CANDU
Operating Experience". Report NGD-9(1983).
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